This paper investigates consumer inertia in health insurance markets, where adverse selection is a potential concern. We leverage a major change to insurance provision that occurred at a large firm to identify substantial inertia, and develop and estimate a choice model that also quantifies risk preferences and ex ante health risk. We use these estimates to study the impact of policies that nudge consumers toward better decisions by reducing inertia. When aggregated, these improved individual-level choices substantially exacerbate adverse selection in our setting, leading to an overall reduction in welfare that doubles the existing welfare loss from adverse selection. JEL: D81, D82, D83, G22, I11, I18
prices of these plans to rise and healthier enrollees to select less comprehensive coverage than they would otherwise prefer.
A second less studied, but potentially important, impediment is poor health plan choice by consumers. A collection of research summarized by Thaler and Sunstein (2008) presents strong evidence that consumer decisions are heavily influenced by context and can systematically depart from those that would be made in a rational frictionless environment. These decision-making issues may be magnified when the costs and benefits of each option are difficult to evaluate, as in the market for health insurance. In the recently passed Affordable Care Act(ACA), policymakers emphasized clear and simple standardized insurance benefit descriptions as one way to improve consumer choices from plan menus offered through proposed exchanges. If consumers do not have the information or abilities to adequately choose an insurance plan, or have high tangible search or switching costs, there can be an immediate efficiency loss from consumers not maximizing their individual well-being as well as a long term efficiency loss from not transmitting the appropriate price signals to the competitive marketplace.
In this work we empirically investigate how one source of choice inadequacy, inertia, interacts with adverse selection in the context of an employer-sponsored insurance setting typical of the U.S. health care system. 1 In health insurance markets, this interaction matters because choice adequacy impacts plan enrollment, which in turn determines average costs and subsequent premiums. Thus, if there are substantial barriers to decision-making this can have a large impact on the extent of adverse selection and, consequently, consumer welfare. Policies designed to improve consumer choice will have a theoretically ambiguous welfare effect as the impact of better decision making conditional on prices could be offset by adverse selection, if it is exacerbated. This stands in contrast to most previous work on choice inadequacy where policies designed to improve consumer choices can only have positive welfare impacts.
We study individual-level health plan choice and health claims data for the employees of a large firm and their dependents. The data contain a major change to insurance provision that we leverage to identify inertia separately from persistent consumer preference heterogeneity. The firm implemented this change to their employee insurance program in the middle of the six years of data we observe. The firm significantly altered their menu of five health plan offerings, forced employees out of the health plans they had been enrolled in, and required them to actively choose a plan from the new menu, with no stated default option. In subsequent years, the insurance plan options remained the same but consumers had their previously chosen plan as a default option, implying they would continue to be enrolled in that plan if they took no action. This was despite the fact that employee premiums changed markedly over time such that many would have benefited from switching their plan. When combined with other features of the data, our ability to observe the same consumers in clearly active and clearly passive choice environments over time allows us to cleanly identify inertia. Since the plans that we study have the same network of providers and cover the same medical services, the inertia we measure does not come from an unwillingness to switch medical providers, which is an important factor in many settings.
We present descriptive tests that suggest the presence of substantial inertia. Our first test for inertia studies the behavior of new employees at the firm. As plan prices and the choice environment change over time, incoming cohorts of new employees make active choices that reflect the updated setting while prior cohorts of new employees make markedly different choices that reflect the past choice setup, though they are similar on all other dimensions. A second test studies specific cases that arise in our environment where certain groups of consumers have one of their health plan options become completely dominated by another due to price changes over time. The majority of consumers who face this scenario continue to choose a plan once it becomes dominated, despite the fact that all of them should switch in a frictionless market. Additionally, we present a test for adverse selection revealing that higher health risk employees choose more comprehensive coverage.
While these tests show that inertia and adverse selection are important in our environment, to precisely measure these effects and understand the impact of counterfactual policies we develop a structural choice model that jointly quantifies inertia, risk preferences, and ex ante health risk. In the model, consumers make choices that maximize their expected utilities over all plan options conditional on their risk tastes and health risk distributions. In the forced active choice period consumers have no inertia (by construction), while in periods that they have an incumbent plan option inertia reduces the utility of alternative options relative to the status quo option. While there are several potential microfoundations for inertia, we model inertia as the implied monetary cost of choice persistence, similar in structural interpretation to a tangible switching cost. 2 We allow for heterogeneity in both inertia and risk preferences so that we have the richest possible understanding of how consumers select plans. To model health risk perceived by employees at the time of plan choice, we develop an out-ofpocket expense model that leverages sophisticated predictive software developed at Johns Hopkins Medical School. The model uses detailed past diagnostic and cost information to generate individual-level and plan-specific expense risk projections that represent ex ante uncertainty in the choice framework.
Our choice model estimates reveal large inertia with some meaningful hetero-2 We discuss potential sources of inertia and their implications for our framework further in section 4, in the context of the choice model, and in Online Appendix D. Search costs, switching costs, and psychological costs are examples of potential micro-foundations for inertia, each of which could imply a different underlying choice model. In this work, we do not attempt to distinguish between distinct underlying sources of inertia.
geneity, modeled as a function of observable family characteristics. In our primary specification, inertia causes an average employee to forgo $2,032 annually, while the population standard deviation is $446 (an average employee's family spends $4,500 each year). An employee covering at least one dependent forgoes, on average, $751 more than a single employee while an employee that enrolls in a flexible spending account (FSA), an account that requires active yearly participation, forgoes $551 less than one who does not. Our risk preference estimates reveal that consumers have a meaningful degree of risk aversion, suggesting that there are, on average, substantial benefits from incremental insurance. We present a variety of robustness analyses to demonstrate that our parameter estimates are quite stable with respect to some of the underlying assumptions in our primary specification.
We use these estimates to study a counterfactual policy intervention that reduces inertia from our baseline estimates. This counterfactual analysis is intended to apply broadly to any proposed policies that have the potential to decrease inertia: targeted information provision, premium and benefits change alerts, and standardized and simplified insurance plan benefit descriptions are three oft-discussed policies. We take for granted that there are a range of potential policies that differentially reduce inertia, and that these policies reduce inertia through the mechanism assumed in our primary empirical specification. 3 We examine a range of policy interventions spanning the case where the extent of inertia is unchanged to the case where it is completely eliminated. In order to assess the impact of reduced inertia, it is necessary to model the supply-side of the insurance market. To this end, we construct an insurance pricing model that closely follows the way premiums were determined in the firm we study. In our framework, plan premiums equal the average costs of enrollees from the prior period plus an administrative fee, conditional on the number of dependents covered. The firm provides employees with a flat subsidy towards these premiums, implying that consumers pay the full marginal cost of more comprehensive insurance. This pricing environment is very similar to that studied in prior work on insurance markets by, e.g., Cutler and Reber (1998) and Einav et al. (2010b) . It also closely resembles the competitive environment of the insurance exchanges recently proposed in the ACA, though there are some specific differences we highlight.
In the naive case where plan prices do not change as a result of the different enrollment patterns caused by the intervention, a three-quarter reduction in inertia substantially improves consumer choices over time. This reduction leads to a $105 mean per person per year welfare increase, which equals 5.2% of the mean employee premium paid. In the primary policy analysis, where insurance prices endogenously respond to different enrollment and cost patterns, the results are quite different. The same policy that reduces inertia by three-quarters still improves consumer choices conditional on prices, but now also exacerbates adverse selection, leading to a 7.7% reduction in welfare. 4 In this more fluid marketplace, consumers who are healthy and value comprehensive insurance can no longer reasonably purchase it because of the high relative premiums caused by acute sorting. This intervention essentially doubles the existing 8.2% welfare loss from adverse selection in our observed environment, a figure that much of the literature focuses on. We also find that welfare is decreasing as the intervention to reduce inertia becomes more effective. There are substantial distributional consequences resulting from the reduction in inertia, in addition to the overall efficiency loss. It is important to note that the negative welfare impact from reduced inertia that we find is specific to our setting on multiple dimensions. First, we study a specific population with specific preferences and health risk profiles: the direction of the welfare impact could be reversed with a different population in the same market environment. Second, the market environment that we study is specific: the direction of the welfare impact could be reversed with the same population in a different market environment. Nevertheless, the analysis clearly illustrates that the interaction between adverse selection and inertia can have substantial, and potentially surprising, welfare implications.
This paper contributes to several distinct literatures. The clean identification of inertia that we obtain from the plan re-design and forced active re-enrollment resolves a primary issue in the empirical literature that seeks to quantify the implicit monetary value of inertia and related phenomena. Farrell and Klemperer (2007) survey related work on switching costs and discuss how the inability of researchers to observe active or initial choices within a micro-level panel data set confounds their ability to separately identify switching costs from persistent unobserved preference heterogeneity. Shum (2004) , Crawford et al. (2011) , and Goettler and Clay (2011) are recent studies in this vein that study switching costs in the context of breakfast cereals, fixed-line telephone plans, and grocery delivery markets respectively. Dube et al. (2008) and Dube et al. (2010) are examples of related work in the marketing literature on brand loyalty and state dependence. There is also relevant work that studies the effects of inertia without explicitly quantifying its value (see e.g. Strombom et al. (2002) and Ericson (2012) in health insurance and Madrian and Shea (2001) in 401(k) plan choice). Our work differs from this latter literature on several dimensions, including that (i) we explicitly quantify the value of inertia and other micro-foundations and (ii) we use those estimates to study the interaction between inertia and adverse selection. It is important to note that, while sometimes using different terminology, these prior papers study similar factors leading to choice persistence beyond stable innate preferences. As in this paper, these prior papers do not distinguish between distinct sources of inertia.
This analysis also builds on the prior work that studies the existence and consequences of adverse selection in health insurance markets. Our insurance choice model relates to the approach of Cardon and Hendel (2001) , which is also similar to the approaches used in Carlin and Town (2009) , Bundorf et al. (2012) , and Einav et al. (2013) . These papers model selection as a function of expected health risk and study the welfare loss from adverse selection in their observed settings relative to the first-best. Our work adds to this literature by quantifying inertia and investigating its interaction with adverse selection. With different underlying empirical frameworks, Cutler and Reber (1998) and Einav et al. (2010b) also study the welfare consequences of adverse selection in the context of large self-insured employers. Another relevant strand of work studies the impact of preference dimensions separate from risk on adverse (or advantageous) selection. Cutler et al. (2008) , Cutler et al. (2010) , Fang et al. (2008) , and Einav et al. (2013) study alternative dimensions of selection in health insurance markets (e.g. risk preferences and moral hazard) while Cohen and Einav (2007) and Einav et al. (2010c) study such dimensions in auto insurance and annuity markets respectively. For a more in depth discussion of these literatures see the recent survey by Einav et al. (2010a) .
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the data with an emphasis on how the health insurance choice environment evolves at the firm over time. Section 3 presents simple descriptive tests that show the presence of both inertia and adverse selection. Section 4 presents our empirical framework while section 5 presents the structural estimates from this model. Section 6 presents a model of insurance pricing, describes our welfare framework, and investigates the impact of counterfactual policies that reduce inertia. Section 7 concludes.
I. Data and Environment
We study the health insurance choices and medical utilization for the employees at a large U.S. based firm, and their dependents, over the time period from 2004 to 2009. In a year during this period that we denote t 0 (to protect the identity of the firm) the firm changed the menu of health plans it offered to employees and introduced an entirely new set of P P O plan options. 5 At the time of this change, the firm forced all employees to leave their prior plan and actively re-enroll in one of five options from the new menu, with no stated default option. The firm made a substantial effort to ensure that employees made active choices at t 0 by continuously contacting them via physical mail and email to both communicate information about the new insurance program and remind them to make a choice. 6
In the years prior to and following the active choice year t 0 , employees were allowed to default into their previously chosen plan option without taking any action, despite the fact that in several cases plan prices changed significantly. This variation in the structure of the default option over time, together with the plan menu change, is a feature of the data set that makes it especially well suited to study inertia because, for each longer-term employee, we observe at least one choice where inertia could be present and one choice where it is not.
These proprietary panel data include the health insurance options available in each year, employee plan choices, and detailed, claim-level, employee and dependent medical expenditure and utilization information. 7 We use this detailed medical information together with medical risk prediction software developed at Johns Hopkins Medical School to develop individual-level measures of projected future medical utilization at each point in time. These measures are generated using past diagnostic, expense, and demographic information and allow us to precisely gauge medical expenditure risk at the time of plan choice in the context of our cost model. 8 Additionally, we observe a rich set of employee demographics including job characteristics, age, gender, income, and job tenure, along with the age, gender, and type of each dependent. Together with data on other relevant choices (e.g. flexible spending account (FSA) contributions, dental insurance) we use these characteristics to study heterogeneity in inertia and risk preferences.
Sample Composition and Demographics. The firm we study employs approximately 9,000 people per year. The first column of Table 1 describes the demographic profile of the 11,253 employees who work at the firm for some stretch within [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] . These employees cover 9,710 dependents, implying a total of 20,963 covered lives. 46.7% of the employees are male and the mean employee age is 40.1 (median of 37). We observe income grouped into five tiers, the first four of which are approximately $40,000 increments, increasing from 0, with the fifth for employees that earn more than $176,000. Almost 40% of employees have income in tier 2, between $41,000 and $72,000, with 34% less than $41,000 and the remaining 26% in the three income tiers greater than $72,000. 58% of employees cover only themselves with health insurance, with the other 42% covering a spouse and/or dependent(s). 23% of the employees are managers, 48% are white-collar employees who are not managers, and the remaining 29% are blue-collar employees. 13% of the employees are categorized as 'quantitatively sophisticated' managers. 9 Finally, the table presents information on the mean the new plan options, P P O 500 .
7 We observe detailed medical data for all employees and dependents enrolled in one of several P P O options, the set of available plans our analysis focuses on. These data include detailed claim-level diagnostic information (e.g. ICD-9 and NDC codes), provider information, and payment information (e.g. deductible paid, plan paid).
8 The Johns Hopkins ACG (Adjusted Clinical Groups) Case-Mix System is widely used in the health care sector and was specifically designed to incorporate individual-level diagnostic claims data to predict future medical expenditures in a sophisticated manner (e.g. accounting for chronic conditions).
9 These are managers associated with specific groups where the work is highly quantitative in nature.
and median characteristics of the zip codes the employees live in. We construct our final sample to leverage the features of the data that allow us to identify inertia. Moving from the full data, we restrict the final sample to employees and dependents who (i) are enrolled in a health plan for all years from t −1 to t 1 and (ii) are enrolled in a P P O option in each of those years (this excludes the employees who enroll in either of two HM O options). 10 The second column in Table 1 describes the sample of employees who ever enroll in a P P O option at the firm (N = 5,667), while the third column describes the final sample (N = 2,023).
Comparing column 2 to column 1, it is evident that the restriction to P P O options engenders minimal selection based on the rich set of demographics we observe. Comparing both of these columns to column three reveals that the additional restriction that employees be enrolled for three consecutive years does lead to some sample selection: employees in the final sample are slightly older, slightly richer, and more likely to cover additional family members than the overall P P O population. Note that the multi-year enrollment restriction primarily excludes employees who enter or exit the firm during this period, rather than those who switch to an HM O option or waive coverage.
There are costs and benefits of these two restrictions. The restriction to P P O plans is advantageous because we observe detailed medical claims data only for enrollees in these plans and these plans are only differentiated by financial characteristics, implying we don't have to consider heterogeneity in preferences over provider network when modeling choice between them. A potential cost is that this restriction may bias the choice model by restricting the set of options. In the upcoming descriptive analysis of plan choices we show clear evidence that the nest of P P O options and nest of HM O options are quite horizontally differentiated from one another, implying a limited within-sample bias from excluding HM O choices.
The restriction that employees enroll in a plan in every year from t −1 to t 1 has the benefit that, for each individual in the final sample, we observe a past year of medical data for each choice spanning t 0 to t 2 . This allows us to model health risk at the time of each choice from an ex ante perspective, permitting a more precise characterization of out-of-pocket expense risk and the choice model parameters. This restriction has two costs: (i) it reduces the sample size and (ii) it excludes new employees from t 0 to t 2 , who, as the upcoming preliminary analysis section reveals, can provide an additional source of identification for inertia. Ultimately, since the identification within the final sample for inertia is quite strong because of the plan menu change and linked active decision, we feel that having a more precise model is worth the costs of this restriction. 11 Health Insurance Choices. From 2004 to t −1 the firm offered five total health plan options composed of four HM O plans (restricted provider network, greater cost control) and one PPO plan (broader network, less cost control). Each of these five plans had a different network of providers, different contracts with providers, and different premiums and cost-sharing formulas for enrollees. From t 0 on, the new plan menu contained two of the four incumbent HM O plans and three new P P O plans. 12 This plan structure remained intact through the end of the data in 2009. After the menu change, the HM Os still had different provider networks and cost sharing rules both relative to each other and to the set of new P P Os. However, the three new P P O plans introduced at t 0 had exactly the same network of providers, the same contractual treatment of providers, and cover the same medical services. The P P O plans are only differentiated from one another (and from the previously offered P P O) by premiums and cost sharing characteristics (e.g. deductible, coinsurance, and out-of-pocket maximums) that determine the mapping from total medical expenditures to employee out-of-pocket expenditures. Throughout the period, all P P O options that the firm offers are self-insured plans where the firm fills the primary role of the insurer and is at risk for incurred claims. We denote the HMO plans available throughout the entire period as HM O 1 and HM O 2 , and those offered only prior to t 0 as HM O 3 and HM O 4 . We denote the P P O option from before the menu change as P P O −1 , while we we denote each of the P P O options after the menu change by their respective individual-level deductibles: P P O 250 , P P O 500 and P P O 1200 . 13 P P O 1200 is paired with a health savings account (HSA) option that allows consumers to deposit tax-free dollars to be used later to pay medical expenditures. 14 Table A-2 in Online Appendix E presents the detailed characteristics of the P P O plans offered at the firm over time. After the deductible is paid, P P O 250 has a coinsurance rate of 10% while the other two plans have rates of 20%, implying they have double the marginal price of post-deductible claims. Out-of-pocket maximums indicate the maximum amount of medical expenditures that an enrollee can pay post-premium in a given plan. These are larger the less comprehensive the plan is and vary with income tier. Finally, both P P O 250 and P P O 500 have the same flat-fee copayment structures for pharmaceuticals and physician office visits, while in P P O 1200 these apply to the deductible and coinsurance. 15 12 An employee who chose a P P O plan at t 0 , by construction, actively chose a new plan. An employee who chose an incumbent HM O prior to t 0 was forced out of that plan and prompted to make an active choice from the new menu, though their old plan remained available. Since we only study P P O plans after t 0 , the incumbent aspect of the HM O plans does not impact our analysis.
13 The deductibles are indicative of how comprehensive (level of insurance) each plan is: for example, P P O 250 provides the most insurance and has the highest premium.
14 This may lead to some horizontal differentiation for P P O 1200 relative to the other two, which we account for in the choice model. This kind of plan is known as a 'consumer driven health plan' (CDHP). Employees who signed up for this plan for the first time were given up to a $1,200 HSA match from the firm, which our analysis accounts for.
15 These characteristics are for in-network purchases: the plans also have out-of-network payment policies, which we do not present or model. The plans have reasonably similar out-of-network payment characteristics (including out-of-pocket maximums). Only 2% of realized total expenditures are out-of-Though we model these characteristics at a high-level of detail, our cost model necessarily makes some simplifying assumptions that we discuss and validate in Online Appendix A.
The top panel in Figure 1 compares plans P P O 250 and P P O 500 graphically, to illustrate the relationship between health plan financial characteristics, total medical expenses, and employee expenses. The figure applies specifically to year t 0 (premiums differ by year) and to low-income families, though it looks similar in structure for other coverage tiers and income levels. It completely represents the in-network differences between these two plans, since they are identical on the dimensions excluded from this chart, such as co-payments for pharmaceuticals and office visits. For this figure, and the rest of our analysis, we assume that (i) premiums are in pre-tax dollars and (ii) medical expenses are in post-tax dollars. 16 After the employee premium, as total expenditures increase each employee pays the plan deductible, then the flat coinsurance rate, and finally has zero marginal cost after reaching the out-of-pocket maximum. 17 As expected, the chart reveals that, ex post, healthy employees should have chosen P P O 500 and sick employees P P O 250 .
Table A-3 in Online Appendix E presents details on the the pattern of employee choices over time before and after the menu change, which we summarize here. In t −1 , 39% of employees enroll in P P O −1 , 47% enroll in one of the four HM O options, and 14% waive coverage. At t 0 , 46% of employees choose one of the three new P P O options, with 25% choosing P P O 250 . 37% choose either of the two remaining HM O plans while 16% waive coverage. Table A-3 also presents clear evidence that the nest of P P O options and nest of HM O options are quite horizontally differentiated from one another by examining consumer health plan transitions over time. An individual who switches plans from a P P O option is much more likely to choose another P P O option than to choose an HM O option. Of the 2,757 employees enrolled in P P O −1 in year t −1 who also enroll in any plan at t 0 , only 85 (3%) choose an HM O option at t 0 . In reverse, despite the expansion of P P O options and reduction of HM O options, only 15% of employees who chose an HM O option in t −1 , and choose any plan at t 0 , switch to a P P O option. This suggests that restricting the set of choices to P P O options should not lead to biased parameters within that population.
Each plan offered by the firm has a distinct total premium and employee premium contribution in each year. The total premium is the full cost of insurance network.
16 In reality, medical expenses could also be in pre-tax dollars since individuals can pay medical expenses with pre-tax FSA or HSA contributions. In our data, 25% of the population enrolls in these accounts, which fund an even lower percentage of overall employee expenses. We convert premiums into pre-tax dollars by multiplying them by an income and family status contingent combined state and federal marginal tax rate using the NBER TAXSIM data. We may understate marginal tax rates of employees with high-earning spouses, since we don't observe spousal income.
17 Each family member technically has his or her own deductible and out-of-pocket maximum. Families with 3+ members have aggregate deductible and out-of-pocket caps that bind if multiple family members reach their individual limits. While we explicitly take this structure into account in our cost model, Figure  1 assumes proportional allocation of expenses across family members.
while the employee premium contribution is the amount the employee actually pays after receiving a subsidy from the firm. 18 Total premiums are conditioned on being in one of four coverage tiers. 19 The firm conditions P P O subsidies on an employee's income tier, presumably because of equity considerations. 20 Figure  2 illustrates employee premium contributions in years t 0 and t 1 for the single and family (spouse plus children) coverage tiers. There is a noticeable decrease in premiums for P P O 500 from t 0 to t 1 coupled with an increase in the premium for P P O 250 . For example, for a family in the top income tier, the price of P P O 500 decreased by $1, 560 from t 0 to t 1 while the price of P P O 250 increased by $1, 020. 21 There are also substantial relative premium changes for the other three coverage tiers. As a result of these large relative employee premium changes, the choice setting in year t 1 , when most employees had a default option and inertia, is quite different than that in t 0 when the forced re-enrollment occurred.
II. Preliminary Analysis
We start the analysis by presenting some descriptive evidence of inertia and adverse selection. We investigate two different model-free tests that suggest inertia is an important factor in determining choices over time. In addition, we present a test for adverse selection based on the data alone. While this section presents strong evidence on the existence and potential impact of these two phenomena, it also highlights that a more in depth modeling exercise is essential to precisely quantify their magnitudes and evaluate the impact of a counterfactual reduction in inertia. Each analysis uses a sample that differs from our primary sample because of the specific source of identification involved.
New Employees. Our first test for inertia studies the behavior of new employees at the firm over time. New employees are an interesting group to investigate because they have no inertia when they choose a new health plan at the time of their arrival. This is because (i) they have no health plan default option at the time of arrival and (ii) they were not previously enrolled in any health plan within the firm. 22 Thus, in our setting, employees who are new for year t 0 have no inertia in that period and positive inertia when choosing a plan for year t 1 . Moving forward, employees who are new in year t 1 have no inertia at t 1 and posi-18 For the self-insured P P O options the firm determines total premiums in conjunction with advice from the plan administrator, who is a large insurer. While in theory these total premiums could be set in a variety of ways to reflect different distributional aims, in our setting they are set in a specific way that reflects past average costs. We discuss this at length in our pricing analysis in section 6.
19 These are (i) single (ii) employee + spouse (iii) employee + child(ren) and (iv) employee + spouse + child(ren).
20 The firm gives employees a lump sum subsidy that applies to all potential P P O options and sets a target of subsidizing 76% of total premium payments for employees.
21 This movement is due to total premium adjustment based on t 0 average costs for each plan and coverage tier, reflecting adverse selection against P P O 250 .
22 Since each P P O option we study has the exact same network of providers, there is no built-in advantage for specific plans because of prior coverage. Further, since the P P O options are self-insured, these specific plans are not offered in the same names and formats at other firms or in the private market.
tive inertia thereafter. Given the large price changes for t 1 described in the prior section, if the profile of new employees is similar in each year then large inertia should imply that the t 1 choices of new enrollees at t 0 are different than the t 1 choices of new enrollees at t 1 . In that case, the t 1 choices of t 0 new enrollees should reflect the choice environments at both t 0 and t 1 , while the t 1 choices of t 1 new enrollees should depend on just the t 1 environment. Table 2 compares the choices over time of the cohorts of new enrollees from years t −1 , t 0 , and t 1 , with each group composed of slightly more than 1,000 employees. Without inertia, we would expect the choices in these three cohorts to be the same at t 1 , since the table reveals that they are virtually identical on all other demographic dimensions, including age, gender, income, FSA enrollment, and health expenditures. Instead, while it is evident that the t 0 and t −1 cohorts make very similar choices with the default option at t 1 , the new enrollees making active choices in that year have a very different choice profile that reflects the price changes for t 1 . For example, 21% of t 0 new enrollees choose P P O 250 at t 0 while 23% choose P P O 500 . At t 1 , 20% of this cohort choose P P O 250 and 26% choose P P O 500 only a small change in market share for each plan in the direction expected given the price changes. The decision profile over time for new enrolls at t −1 is similar. However, new enrollees at t 1 choose P P O 250 only 11% of the time, while choosing P P O 500 43% of the time. This implies that t 0 and t −1 new employees made active choices at t 0 and only adjusted slightly to large price changes at t 1 , due to significant inertia, while t 1 new employees with no t 1 inertia made active choices at t 1 , reflecting the current prices. Dominated Plan Choice. Our second test for inertia leverages a specific situation caused by the combination of plan characteristics and plan price changes in our setting. As a result of the large price changes for year t 1 , P P O 250 became strictly dominated for certain combinations of family size and income, which determine employee premium contributions. Strict dominance implies that for any possible level and type of total medical expenditures, P P O 500 leads to lower employee expenditures (premium plus out-of-pocket) than P P O 250 . The bottom panel in Figure 1 reproduces, for year t 1 , the t 0 analysis of P P O 250 and P P O 500 health plan characteristics discussed earlier. The figure studies the relationship between total medical expenditures and employee expenditures for low income families. For this group, the large relative premium change between these two plans for t 1 shifts the relative baseline employee expenditures so much that a low income family should always enroll in P P O 500 at t 1 if making an active choice, regardless of beliefs about future medical expenditures. In fact, the figure illustrates that a low income family that enrolls in P P O 250 at t 1 must lose at least $1,000 relative to P P O 500 . Recall that this chart represents all dimensions of differentiation between these two plans. At t 0 , with the active re-enrollment, no plans were dominated for any employee. P P O 250 is dominated at t 1 for four of the other nineteen potential coverage and income tier combinations. It is important to note that the existence of dominated plans for these select groups was unknown to the firm at t 1 . The firm determined total premiums and subsidies over time separately from the t 0 decision on health plan characteristics, such that the firm did not analyze these features in combination with each other at t 1 and t 2 as we do here. Table 3 describes the behavior of the subset of employees who enrolled in P P O 250 at t 0 and had that plan become dominated for them in t 1 and t 2 . Of the 1,897 employees who enroll in P P O 250 at t 0 and remain with the firm at t 1 , 559 (29%) had that plan become dominated for them in t 1 (504 of these remain at the firm for t 2 ). Of these 559 employees, only 61 (11%) switch plans to an undominated plan at t 1 indicating substantial persistence in plan choice that must, at least in part, be the result of inertia because unobserved preference heterogeneity cannot fully rationalize choosing P P O 250 at t 1 . Thus, for these employee groups, in a rational frictionless environment we would expect 100% of the individuals enrolled in P P O 250 at t 0 to switch to P P O 500 at t 1 . Of the 61 employees that did switch at t 1 , the majority (44 (72%)) switch to P P O 500 as expected given the large relative price drop of that plan. This pattern remains similar even at t 2 after employees have had more time to communicate with one another: only 126 (25%) of the 504 employees switch by t 2 , with 103 (82%) switching to P P O 500 . The table reveals that the average minimum money lost by these employees from staying in P P O 250 is $374 at t 1 and $396 at t 2 .
Table 3 also reveals that employees who switch plans over time are more likely to make other active decisions. The top part of the table describes linked FSA and dental plan decisions for those with dominated plans, while the bottom panel describes these choices for people who switch from any P P O option in the entire population. Conditional on switching from a dominated option at t 1 , 14.1% of employees also switch dental plan at t 1 , compared to 4.3% for those who don't switch. For the entire population in P P O plans (3,170 employees present over multiple years) the analogous numbers switching dental plan are 14.5% and 3.8%. Further, employees who switch plans at t 1 are more likely to enroll in an FSA at t 1 . This is a relevant choice to study because FSA enrollment is an active choice in each year: employees who do not actively elect to sign up and list a contribution level are not enrolled. For the entire population in P P O plans, 25% of those who do not switch sign up for an FSA at t 1 while 39% of those who do switch sign up (the pattern is similar for those with dominated plan options). This correlation could indicate either that (i) employees who enroll in and FSA are more active consumers or (ii) when they make the active choice to switch health plan this causes them to also actively enroll in an FSA. The table also reveals that those who switch are, on average, younger, slightly lower income, and more likely to be male.
Adverse Selection. Before we present the main econometric framework, we provide evidence that some adverse selection is present in our setting. Table 4 studies the choice and cost behavior of our primary sample, described in Section 2. The top panel shows the level of t −1 claims for individuals enrolled in each of the PPO options from t −1 to t 1 . We study t −1 claims for plans chosen across all three years t −1 to t 1 to avoid the potential alternative explanation of moral hazard: in year t −1 all families in this sample were enrolled in P P O −1 implying that t −1 claims are an 'apples to apples' measure of health expense risk. The table reveals that there is selection on medical expenses against the most comprehensive plan, P P O 250 . Employees who chose P P O 250 had almost double the median and mean of t −1 total medical claims relative to enrollees in the other two PPO options, in both t 0 and t 1 . Despite the large price change from t 0 to t 1 , the pattern of selection barely changes over these years. The high level of selection at t 0 reveals that consumers initially chose plans based on health risk, while the lack of movement in selection over time implies that individuals did not update their selection over time, even though prices changed significantly. This motivates our counterfactual exercise investigating the impact of polices that reduce inertia in the context of a setting with adverse selection.
III. Empirical Framework
The analysis in the previous section provides evidence of both substantial inertia and adverse selection without imposing specific choice and cost models. This section presents a model of consumer choice with three primary components (i) inertia (ii) family-level risk preferences and (iii) individual-level ex ante cost projections. We describe the empirical implementation of this model, which links the choice and medical cost data we observe to these underlying economic choice fundamentals. Relative to the earlier analysis, this framework makes it possible to (i) quantify inertia and (ii) determine the impact of potential counterfactual policies that reduce inertia. These additional conclusions should be viewed in the context of the structural assumptions included in the model. We present the supply-side insurance pricing model later in section 6, together with the analysis of the interaction between inertia and adverse selection.
Choice Model. We describe the model in two components. First we describe the choice framework conditional on predicted family-level ex ante medical cost risk. Next, we describe the detailed cost model that generates these expenditure distributions.
The choice model quantifies inertia and risk preferences conditional on the family-plan-time specific distributions of out-of-pocket health expenditures output by the cost model. Denote these expense distributions F kjt (·), where k is a family unit, j is one of the three PPO insurance plans available after the t 0 menu change, and t is one of three years from t 0 to t 2 . We assume that families' beliefs about their out-of-pocket expenditures conform to F kjt (·). Each family has latent utility U kjt for each plan in period t. In each time period, each family chooses the plan j that maximizes U kjt . We use what Einav et al. (2010a) call a 'realized' empirical utility model and assume that U kjt has the following von-Neuman Morgenstern (v-NM) expected utility formulation:
Here, u k (·) is the v-NM utility index and OOP is a realization of medical expenses from F kjt (·). W k denotes family-specific wealth. P kjt is the family-time specific premium contribution for plan j, which depends both on how many dependents are covered and on employee income. 1 kj,t−1 is an indicator of whether the family was enrolled in plan j in the previous time period.
We assume that families have constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) preferences implying that for a given ex post consumption level x:
Here, γ k is a family-specific risk preference parameter that is known to the family but unobserved to the econometrician. We model this as a function of employee demographics X A k . As γ increases, the curvature of u increases and the decision maker is more risk averse. The CARA specification implies that the level of absolute risk aversion
, which equals γ, is constant with respect to the level of x. 23 In our primary empirical specification a family's overall level of consumption x conditional on a draw OOP from F kjt (·) depends on multiple factors:
We model inertia, represented by η, as an implied monetary cost, similar in structural interpretation to a tangible switching cost. Inertia depends on the observed linked choice and demographic variables X B kt and Y k , described in more detail in the estimation section. δ k is an unobserved family-specific plan intercept for P P O 1200 (1 1200 is an indicator for j = P P O 1200 at t for family k). On average, we expect δ k to differ from zero because the health savings account (HSA) option offered exclusively through P P O 1200 horizontally differentiates this plan from the other two P P O options. 24 α measures the intrinsic preference of a high-cost family for P P O 250 , where high-cost, represented by the binary variable H k,t−1 , is defined as greater than the 90th percentile of the total cost distribution (≈ $27, 000). 25 Finally, kjt represents a family-plan-time specific idiosyncratic 23 This implies that wealth W k does not impact relative plan utilities. As a result, it drops out in estimation. The measure for wealth would matter for an alternative model such as constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) preferences.
24 Prior work shows that HSAs can cause significant hassle costs or provide an extra benefit in the form of an additional retirement account (see e.g. Reed et al. (2009 ) or McManus et al. (2006 ). Consumer uncertainty about how HSAs function could also deter choice of the high-deductible plan. We subsume potential / actual observed HSA contributions and employer contribution matches for first-time enrollees into δ k in lieu of a more detailed model.
25 This is included to proxy for the empirical fact that almost all families with very high expenses preference shock. Since the plans we study are only differentiated by financial characteristics (apart from the HSA feature) we also follow Einav et al. (2013) and study a robustness check with no idiosyncratic preference shock. There are several assumptions in the choice model that warrant additional discussion. First, inertia is modeled in a specific way, as an incremental cost paid conditional on switching plans. This framework implies that, on average, for a family to switch at t they must prefer an alternative option by $η more than their default. This follows the approach used in prior empirical work that quantifies switching costs (e.g. Shum (2004) or Dube et al. (2008) ), which also does not distinguish between micro-foundations of inertic behavior. It is unlikely that this specification for inertia significantly impacts other parameter estimates (such as risk preferences) because those parameters are identified separately from inertia, in any form, in the active choice year at t 0 . A choice model estimated only on t 0 choices would yield similar estimates regardless of how inertia is specified. Further, while alternative specifications would capture the evident persistence in plan choice with different underlying mechanisms, we argue in our upcoming analysis of inertia reduction in Section 6 that their implications for how inertia interacts with adverse selection would not differ substantially from those of our primary model. 26 We present a detailed discussion of sources of inertia and their implications for this analysis in Online Appendix D.
Additionally, the model assumes that families know the distribution of their future health expenditure risk and that this risk conforms to the output of the cost model described in the next section. This assumption could be incorrect for at least two reasons. First, families may have private information about their health statuses that is not captured in the detailed prior claims data. Second, families may have less information about their projected future health expenditures: the cost model utilizes a full profile of past claims data in conjunction with medical software that maps past claims to future expected expenses. Further, the model contains the assumption that consumers have full knowledge of health plan characteristics and incorporate that knowledge into their decision process. Each of these possible deviations implies a potential bias in F kjt . Along with our main results, we present a robustness analysis to show that reasonable sized deviations from our estimates of F kjt do not substantially affect the estimates of inertia or other choice model parameters.
Finally, the model assumes that consumers are myopic and do not make dynamic decisions whereby current choices would take into account inertia in future periods. There are several arguments to support this approach. First, price changes are not signaled in advance and change as a function of factors that choose P P O 250 whether it is the best plan for them or not. These families may assume that, given their high expenses, they should always choose the most comprehensive insurance option.
26 These arguments do not address whether overcoming inertia represents a tangible cost from a welfare perspective. Our analysis in Section 6 takes this into account by studying welfare implications over the range of cases from full inclusion (inertia represents a tangible cost) to no inclusion (only the impact of inertia on choices matters).
would be difficult for consumers to model. 27 Second, it is unlikely that most consumers can forecast substantial changes to their health statuses more than one year in advance. Third, in this empirical setting consumers make initial choices that make little sense in the context of a fully dynamic approach with accurate beliefs about future prices. They choose (and stay with) plans at t 0 that provide poor long run value given the time path of prices and health expectations.
Cost Model. The choice framework presented in the previous section takes the distribution of future out-of-pocket expenditures for each family, F kjt (·), as given. This section summarizes the empirical model we use to estimate F kjt (·). Online Appendix A presents a more formal description of the model, its estimation algorithm, and its results.
Our approach models health risk and out-of-pocket expenditures at the individual level, and aggregates the latter measure to the family level since this is the relevant metric for plan choice. For each individual and choice period, we model the distribution of future health risk at the time of plan choice using past diagnostic, demographic, and cost information. This ex ante approach to the cost model fits naturally with the insurance choice model where families make plan choices under uncertainty. In the majority of prior work investigating individuallevel consumer choice and utilization in health insurance, health risk is either modeled based on (i) demographic variables such as age and gender and/or (ii) aggregated medical cost data at the individual level, from past or futures years (Carlin and Town (2009), Einav et al. (2013) , and Abaluck and Gruber (2011) are notable exceptions). While these approaches are useful approximations when detailed medical data are not available, our model is able to more precisely characterize a given family's information set at the time of plan choice and can be linked directly to the choice problem.
The model is set up as follows:
1) For each individual and open enrollment period, we use the past year of diagnoses (ICD-9), drugs (NDC), and expenses, along with age and gender, to predict mean total medical expenditures for the upcoming year. This prediction leverages the Johns Hopkins ACG software package and incorporates medically relevant metrics such as type and duration of specific conditions, as well as co-morbidities. 28 We do this for four distinct types of expenditures: (i) hospital/outpatient (ii) pharmacy (iii) mental health and (iv) pharmacy.
2) We group individuals into cells based on mean predicted future utilization.
27 For consumers to understand the evolution of prices they would have to (i) have knowledge of the pricing model (ii) have knowledge about who will choose which plans and (iii) have knowledge about other employees' health.
28 For example, in our model, a 35 year old male who spent $10,000 on a chronic condition like diabetes in the past year would have higher predicted future health expenses than a 35 year old male who spent $10,000 in the past year to fix a time-limited acute condition, such as a broken arm.
For each expenditure type and risk cell, we estimate a spending distribution for the upcoming year based on ex post observed cost realizations. We combine the marginal distributions across expenditure categories into joint distributions using empirical correlations and copula methods.
3) We reconstruct the detailed plan-specific mappings from total medical expenditures to plan out-of-pocket costs. This leverages the division into four expenditure categories, which each contributes uniquely to this mapping. We combine individual total expense projections into the family outof-pocket expense projections used in the choice model, F kjt , taking into account family-level plan characteristics.
The cost model assumes that there is no private information and no moral hazard (total expenditures do not vary with j). While both of these phenomena have the potential to be important in health care markets, and are studied extensively in other research, we believe that these assumptions do not materially impact our results. One primary reason is that both effects are likely to be quite small relative to the estimated value lost due to inertia (above a thousand dollars on average). For private information, we should be less concerned than prior work because our cost model combines detailed individual-level prior medical utilization data with sophisticated medical diagnostic software. This makes additional selection based on private information much more unlikely than it would be in a model that uses coarse demographics or aggregate health information to measure health risk. 29 For moral hazard, Chandra et al. (2010) presents a recent review of the experimental and quasi-experimental literature, where the price elasticity for medical care generally falls in the range -0.1 to -0.4. Recent work by Einav et al. (2013) , with data similar to that used here, finds an implied elasticity of -0.14. We perform an in depth robustness analysis in the next section that incorporates these elasticity estimates into our cost model estimates to verify that the likely moral hazard impact (i) is small relative to the degree of inertia we measure and (ii) does not markedly impact our parameter estimates. 30
Identification. Our primary identification concern is to separately identify inertia from persistent unobserved preference heterogeneity. Prior studies seeking to quantify inertia have been unable to cleanly distinguish between these phenomena primarily because, in their respective settings, they (i) do not observe consumers making identifiably 'active' choices in some periods and identifiably 'passive' choices in others while (ii) the products in question are differentiated 29 Pregnancies, genetic pre-dispositions, and non-coded disease severity are possible examples of private information that could still exist. Cardon and Hendel (2001) find no evidence of selection based on private information with coarser data while Carlin and Town (2009) use similarly detailed claims data and also argue that significant residual selection is unlikely. Importantly, it is also possible that individuals know less about their risk profile than we do.
30 A prior version of this paper presented descriptive evidence, similar in spirit to the correlation test in Chiappori and Salanie (2000) , suggesting limited selection on private information and moral hazard in our setting.
such that persistent consumer preference heterogeneity is a distinct entity for each product (see Dube et al. (2010) for a discussion). We leverage three features of the data and environment to identify inertia. First, the plan menu change and forced re-enrollment at year t 0 ensures that we observe each family in our final sample making both an 'active' and a 'passive' choice from the same set of health plans over time, in the context of meaningful relative price changes. Second, the three P P O plan options we study have the exact same network of medical providers and cover the same medical services, implying that differentiation occurs only through preferences for plan financial characteristics (here, risk preferences). Third, since insurance choice here is effectively a choice between different financial lotteries, our detailed medical data allow us to precisely quantify health risk and the ex ante value consumers should have for health plans, conditional on risk preferences and the assumption that beliefs conform to F kjt . Thus, we identify consumer preference heterogeneity based on the choices made at t 0 , while we identify inertia based on choice movement over time as predicted plan values change due to price and health status changes.
We separately identify the two sources of persistent preference heterogeneity γ (risk preferences) and δ (P P O 1200 differentiation) by leveraging the structure of the three available choices. γ is identified by the choice between P P O 250 and P P O 500 , which are not horizontally differentiated, and δ is identified by examining the choice between the nest of those two plans and P P O 1200 .
Estimation. In our primary specification, we assume that the random coefficient γ k is normally distributed with a mean that is linearly related to observable characteristics X A k : 31
In the primary specification X A k contains employee age and income. We also investigate a robustness check with log-normally distributed γ. We denote the mean and variance of δ k , the random intercept for P P O 1200 , as µ δ (Y k ) and σ 2 δ (Y k ). These quantities are estimated conditional on the binary family status indicator Y k , with the two categories of (i) single and (ii) family covering dependents. 32 Inertia, η(X B kt , Y k ), is related linearly to Y k and linked choices and demographics X B kt :
For normally-distributed γ, we assume that γ is truncated just above zero. 32 While age, income, and family status do change over time, they vary minimally over the three-year estimation period so we treat them as fixed over time here. We use the average value of the individual employee who is choosing insurance for each family for age and income, and the modal value over time for family status.
X B kt contains potentially time-varying variables that inertia may depend on, including income and whether or not (i) the family enrolls in an FSA (ii) the employee has a quantitative background (iii) the employee is a manager within the firm (iv) a family member has a chronic medical condition (v) the family has a large change in expected expenditures from one year to the next and (vi) the family switches away from P P O 1200 . Many of the X B kt and Y k conditioning variables are binary, implying the linearity assumption is not restrictive for them.
Finally, we assume that the family-plan-time specific error terms kjt are i.i.d. normal for each j with zero mean and variance σ j (Y k ). Since Y k is binary we make no additional assumptions on how these variances relate to Y k . We normalize the value of 250 , the preference shock for P P O 250 , to zero for each realization of Y k , and estimate the preference shock variances for the other two plans relative to P P O 250 . 33 Since the set of P P O plans we study can be compared purely on financial characteristics (conditional on the modeled P P O 1200 differentiation), we follow Einav et al. (2013) and study a robust specification without kjt .
We estimate the choice model using a random coefficients simulated maximum likelihood approach similar to that summarized in Train (2009). The likelihood function at the family level is computed for a sequence of choices from t 0 to t 2 , since inertia implies that the likelihood of a choice made in the current period depends on the previous choice. Since the estimation algorithm is similar to a standard approach, we describe the remainder of the details in Online Appendix B. Table 5 presents the results of the choice model. Column 1 presents the results from the primary specification while columns 2-5 present the results from four robustness analyses.
IV. Choice Model Results
In the primary specification, the inertia value intercept η 0 is large in magnitude with values of $1, 729 for single employees and of $2, 480 for employees who cover at least one dependent. An employee who enrolls in a flexible spending account (FSA) is estimated to forgo $551 less due to inertia than one who does not. The results show a small and negative relationship between income tier and inertia. The coefficient describing the relationship between inertia and being a manager (highest-level / white-collar employee) is positive but statistically insignificant while the coefficient linking inertia to quantitative aptitude is near zero and insignificant. Employees (or their dependents) who have chronic medical conditions or a recent large change in medical expenditures have slightly more inertia than those without. This goes against our hypothesis that these employees would have lower inertia because of insurance product salience stemming from recent increased attention. However, these employees are predominantly high-cost consumers who also may be unwilling to switch to a plan that they have no experience using. 34 Since our estimates link inertia to multiple dimensions of observable heterogeneity, we also present the population mean and variance of inertia implied by our estimates. The mean total money left on the table per employee due to inertia is $2, 032 with a population standard deviation of $446. Thus, on average, when an employee has a previously chosen plan as their current default option, he forgoes up to $2, 032 in expected savings from an alternative option to remain in the default plan. These results can be viewed in light of the potential underlying sources of inertia discussed in detail in Online Appendix D. For example, note that the intercept for family inertia is approximately 1.4 times larger than the intercept for individual inertia despite having roughly 3 times the money at stake in the health insurance decision. This suggests that a pure inattention model where inertia is represented by a first-stage with probabilistic re-optimization (that does not depend on 'money left on the table') is not the only basis for inertia, since in this case the implications of inertia would reflect the entire change in money at stake. Broadly, this suggests it is likely that multiple factors representing both explicit costs and more subtle choice phenomena matter for our inertia estimates.
As the CARA coefficients presented in table 5 are difficult to interpret, we follow Cohen and Einav (2007) and analyze these estimates in a more intuitive manner in table A-5 in Online Appendix E. The table presents the value X that would make an individual of average age and income with our estimated risk preferences indifferent between (i) inaction and (ii) accepting a gamble with a 50% chance of gaining $100 and a 50% chance of losing $X. Thus, a risk neutral individual will have X = $100 while an infinitely risk averse individual will have X close to zero. The top section of the table presents the results for the primary specification: X is $94.6 for the median individual, implying moderate risk aversion relative to other results in the literature, shown below in the table. X is $92.2 for the 95th percentile of γ and $91.8 for the 99th, so preferences don't exhibit large heterogeneity in the context of the literature. Finally, Table 5 reveals that the mean of the distribution of γ is slightly increasing in age and income, though neither effect is large. 35 The results in table 5 also indicate that, above and beyond out-of-pocket expenditure risk, there is a strong distaste for P P O 1200 . The distribution of the random coefficient δ for single employees has a mean of $ − 2, 912 with a standard deviation of $843. Moreover, this coefficient internalizes the HSA match for first time enrollees of up to $1,200, implying that the actual distaste for this plan is larger than the estimate indicates. This plan was, if anything, marketed more strongly to employees than the other options. The primary explanations for this distaste are (i) hassle costs from using the health savings account (ii) uncertainty surrounding how to use the health savings account for medical expenses and (iii) uncertainty about the retirement benefits of health savings accounts. Decomposing the sources of this distaste is an interesting topic for future work.
Robustness. Table 5 also presents results from four robustness specifications that provide insight into the sensitivity of the primary estimates with respect to core underlying assumptions. Column 2 studies a specification where we only consider consumers choosing P P O 250 or P P O 500 and exclude those who ever choose P P O 1200 from the analysis. This restricts the sample further, potentially leading to additional sample selection, but presents a clean comparison between the two most comprehensive P P O options without having to model the horizontal differentiation for P P O 1200 stemming from, e.g., preferences for the linked health savings account (HSA).
Column 3 studies the impact of our cost model assumption that there is no moral hazard. To do this we necessarily make some simplifying assumptions: for a full structural treatment of moral hazard in health insurance utilization see, e.g., Cardon and Hendel (2001) , Einav et al. (2013) or Kowalski (2012) . We implement the moral hazard robustness check by adjusting the output of the cost model to reflect lower total utilization in the less comprehensive plans (and vice-versa). The intent is to show that, even when including price elasticities that are quite large relative to those found in the literature, the model output for inertia and risk preferences does not change substantially. This analysis also sheds light on whether small deviations in beliefs from F kjt , e.g. from private information, have a marked impact on our results. Since this is a non-trivial exercise, we present the details of this analysis in Online Appendix C.
Column 4 studies the case where risk preference heterogeneity is log-normally distributed in order to determine sensitivity with respect to the normality assumption on γ. Column 5 follows Einav et al. (2013) and investigates the choice model without the family-plan-time specific idiosyncratic preference shock kjt . As in their setting, there is a theoretical rationale for excluding this part of the model: the plans we study are vertically differentiated by financial characteristics but have no horizontal differentiation (except for HSA account linked to P P O 1200 modeled through δ). 36 Overall, the results from these alternative specifications suggest that our key parameter estimates and, consequently, the results from our counterfactual analysis, are robust to these changes of the empirical model's underlying assumptions. The population mean for the impact of inertia across Columns 2-5 ranges from $1802 to $2087 while the population standard deviation ranges from $316 to $731. The specific coefficients for all model components are very similar to those in the pri-mary specification for three of the four robustness analyses. The risk-preference robustness check (column 4) estimates differ somewhat: the mean impact of inertia is similar to that in the other specifications but the standard deviation is twice as large. This reflects the differing estimated coefficients on observable heterogeneity, which are larger in magnitude than in our primary specification. These differences likely arise from the choice implications of the wider tails of risk preferences inherent to the log-normal assumption, which we interpret in the bottom section of table A-5 in Online Appendix E. We now turn to the issue of how reductions to the substantial inertia that we find impact consumer choices, adverse selection, and welfare in our setting.
V. Policies that Reduce Inertia: Interaction with Adverse Selection
In this study, consumers enroll in sub-optimal health plans over time, from their perspective, because of inertia. After initially making informed decisions, consumers don't perfectly adjust their choices over time in response to changes to the market environment (e.g. prices) and their own health statuses. In this section, we use the results from the structural consumer choice analysis, together with a model health plan pricing, to investigate the impact of counterfactual policies that improve consumer choices by reducing inertia. This counterfactual analysis is intended to apply broadly to any proposed policies that have the potential to decrease inertia: targeted information provision, premium and benefits change alerts, standardized and simplified insurance plan benefit descriptions, and targeted defaults are four oft-discussed policies, though there are many other relevant ones. Here, we do not differentiate between these policies: to do so would require identification of the various underlying foundations for inertia. We assume simply that such policies reduce inertia through the mechanism presumed in our structural setup, and discuss why we believe this assumption is relatively innocuous for our purposes. We study the welfare consequences of reduced inertia in both (i) a 'naive' setting where the price of insurance does not change as a consequence of incremental selection and (ii) a 'sophisticated' setting where plan prices change to reflect the new risk profile of employees enrolled in the different options.
Model of Reduced Inertia and Plan Pricing. Formally, our counterfactual analysis assumes that the policy being implemented reduces inertia to a fraction Z of the family-specific estimate η k . Thus, Z decreases as the policy more effectively reduces inertia: as Z goes to zero, one could imagine a policy that leads to full re-optimization in each choice period. 37 In this environment, the expected utility of family k for plan j at time t is:
We omit the dependence of utility on the other choice factors modeled in section 4 for notational simplicity, though we use continue to use all of these factors in the expected utility calculations. Consumers choose the plan j that maximizes their expected utility in each period t, subject to the preference estimates from our primary specification and the assumed lower level of inertia. With endogenous plan pricing, these choices determine health plan costs, which in turn determine health plan premiums, P kjt . As a result, the plan a family enrolls in in the environment with reduced inertia depends both on the direct effect of the policy on their choice as well as the indirect effect that it has on premiums resulting from new selection patterns. In theory, this collective externality on premiums from reduced inertia could cause either incremental advantageous selection, where the relative price of more comprehensive insurance decreases, or adverse selection, where this relative price increases.
In order to determine the impact of this externality, we model insurance plan pricing. Our model follows the pricing rule used by the firm during the time period studied, and is similar to plan pricing models used in the literature on the welfare consequences of adverse selection across a variety of contexts (see e.g. Cutler and Reber (1998) or Einav et al. (2010b) or Carlin and Town (2009) ). The firm we study was self-insured for the PPO options in the choice model, implying that it has full control over the total premiums for each plan option as well as the subsidies employees receive toward those premiums. The total premium paid by employer and employee, T P y jt , for each plan and year was set as the average plan cost for that plan's previous year of enrollees, plus an administrative markup, conditional on the dependent coverage tier denoted y:
Here, K y j,t−1 refers to the population of families in plan j at time t − 1 in coverage tier y. P P kj,t−1 is the total plan paid in medical expenditures conditional on y and j at t − 1. T P y jt is the amount an employee in dependent category y enrolling in plan j would have to pay each year if they received no health insurance subsidy from the firm. In our setting, the firm subsidizes insurance for each employee as a percentage of the total P P O 1200 premium conditional on the family's income tier, I k . 38 Denote this subsidy S(I k ). Building on these elements, the family-plan-time specific out-of-pocket premium P kjt from the choice model is:
For P P O 1200 , P kjt is a fixed percentage of the total premium. For the other two P P O plan options employees additionally pay the full marginal cost of the total premium relative to P P O 1200 . Finally, since P kjt depends on past cost information, we assume that P kj,t 0 equals P kj,t 0 , the actual employee premium contributions set by the firm at t 0 . 39 It is important to note that the initial prices at t 0 and the subsequent pricing rule used at the firm are both specific features of the environment that favor incremental adverse selection when inertia is reduced.
Welfare. We analyze welfare using a certainty equivalent approach that equates the expected utility for each potential health plan option, U kjt , with a certain monetary payment Q. Formally, Q kjt is determined for each family, plan, and time period by solving:
The certainty equivalent loss Q kjt makes a consumer indifferent between losing Q kjt for sure and obtaining the risky payoff from enrolling in j. This welfare measure translates the expected utilities, which are subject to cardinal transformations, into values that can be interpreted in monetary terms. An important issue in our setting is whether or not inertia itself should be incorporated into the welfare calculation as it changes with policy effectiveness Z. It is natural to think that certain potential sources of inertia should be excluded from the welfare calculation, while others imply a tangible social cost that should be included when a consumer switches plans. Since our empirical choice framework does not distinguish between sources of inertia, we study a range of welfare results spanning the case where inertia is not incorporated into the welfare calculation at all to the case where it is fully incorporated as a tangible cost. Formally, we calculate the certainty equivalent loss as a function of the proportion of the cost of inertia that enters the welfare calculation, denoted κ:
As κ decreases from 1 to 0, the proportion of costs from overcoming inertia factored into the certainty equivalent for a non-incumbent plan decreases to κZη k , making switching more attractive from a welfare perspective (though the impact of inertia on choices is unchanged). Within this context, we investigate the welfare consequences of policies that reduce inertia to Zη, for κ between 0 and 1. 40 Conditional on κ, the consumer welfare impact of policies that reduce inertia to Zη k is:
This is the difference in certainty equivalents, for a given family, between the health plan chosen after the policy intervention, denoted j Z , and the choice j made in the benchmark model, conditional on κ. Note that this welfare impact will generically be non-zero at the family-level, because premiums change with Z. Since total premiums relate directly to average costs, the total welfare change differs from the consumer welfare change only if the sum of employee contributions P kjt differs between policy Z and the benchmark model. The distinction between consumers surplus and total surplus here depends only on this change in aggregate consumer premiums paid and is not a substantive issue: if employee contributions were required to add up to a portion of total premiums, then consumer welfare is equivalent to overall welfare in our model. 41 Given this, the mean per-family welfare change with inertia reduced to Zη is:
Since total medical expenditures (including premiums) do not change with enrollment patterns, the welfare change here results primarily from differential risk exposure as consumers with heterogeneous risk preferences are matched to different plans. We report this welfare change as a percentage by dividing ∆T S Z t by three different metrics from the benchmark setting: (i) the average employee premium paid in year t (ii) the average sum of employee premium and out-of-pocket medical expenditures at t and (iii) the average total certainty equivalent loss of the plans consumers enroll in at t. For a further discussion of potential welfare benchmarks in health insurance markets see Einav et al. (2010b) .
Results: No Plan Re-Pricing. Before we investigate the interaction between reduced inertia and adverse selection, we analyze the 'naive' case where inertia is reduced but plan premiums are held fixed as observed in the data. Consumers may switch to a new health plan as a result of lower inertia, but this selection does not feed back into prices on the basis of new enrollee cost profiles. In this context, the policy intervention can only increase welfare since prices are by definition unchanged and consumers make weakly better decisions relative to the benchmark case. This analysis presents a direct comparison to prior work that studies the impact of reduced choice frictions where (i) consumer choices don't impact firm costs or (ii) the feedback between choices and costs/prices is ignored (see e.g. Kling et al. (2012) and Abaluck and Gruber (2011) in health insurance markets).
For the case of Z = 1 4 , where three-quarters of the inertia we estimate is eliminated, 913 employees enroll in P P O 500 at t 1 , a 44% increase over the benchmark model with full inertia where 639 consumers choose that plan. For the cases of Z = 1 2 and Z = 0, t 1 enrollments in P P O 500 are 780 (21% increase) and 1, 052 (65% increase) respectively. Moving forward to t 2 , for Z = 1 4 , there are 1, 010 enrollees in P P O 500 relative to 702 in the benchmark case (a 44% increase). Almost all of the switchers towards P P O 500 would have continued enrollment in P P O 250 in the benchmark case. The figure also reveals that switching to and from P P O 1200 as the result of information provision is limited, due to the horizontal differentiation δ resulting from the health savings account and linked features. Figure A -3 in Online Appendix E presents these results and additional results for different levels of inertia reduction Z. Further, this figure shows how plan average costs change as a function of Z, revealing that relative average costs increase between P P O 250 and P P O 500 , suggesting that incremental adverse selection is likely with endogenous plan re-pricing.
Table A-6 in Online Appendix E presents the welfare impact of moving from the benchmark environment with full inertia to the case where Z = 1 4 . At t 2 , the mean per employee certainty equivalent increase is $114. For those who switch plans in the counterfactual environment relative to the benchmark case, the mean benefit is $196 (for those who do not switch, the change is zero by definition). The policy intervention improves mean consumer welfare by 5.8% of total employee premium contributions and mean welfare for those who switch plans by 10.0%. These numbers are similar to, but slightly larger than, the impact of reduced inertia at t 1 . The positive welfare impact of improved individual-level choices in the environment without plan re-pricing is similar to prior results in the empirical literature on choice inadequacy, but stands in contrast to the negative welfare results in our analysis with endogenous plan re-pricing, which we now turn to.
Results: Endogenous Plan Re-Pricing. With endogenous plan re-pricing, premiums change as consumers switch plans due to reduced inertia. It is possible that even a small change to the profile of choices without plan re-pricing will map to a large change in premiums and choices with endogenous re-pricing. A small enrollment change under no re-pricing could imply a change in premiums that leads to further incremental switching, in turn leading to further enrollment changes and an unraveling process that continues until it reaches a new fixed point between enrollment and premiums. In theory, the link between choices, costs, and prices could lead to more or less adverse selection over time in the presence of reduced inertia. 42 The results from our analysis with no plan re-pricing suggest 42 In the spirit of Einav et al. (2010c) and Cutler et al. (2008) , if estimated inertia is sufficiently that we will find increased adverse selection as a result of reduced inertia since, across the range of Z, we find increasing average costs for P P O 250 relative to P P O 500 .
For each Z, we study the evolution of choices, prices, and welfare from year t 0 to t 6 , four years beyond the end of our data. 43 The top panel in Figure 3 presents the time path of plan market shares for P P O 250 and P P O 500 and the two cases of (i) Z = 1 (full inertia) and (ii) Z = 1 4 . The impact of reduced inertia on the market share of P P O 250 relative to P P O 500 is noticeable: reduced inertia decreases t 6 enrollment in P P O 250 from 744 to 385 and increases enrollment in P P O 500 from 647 to 1134. This indicates that the improved choices over time substantially increase incremental adverse selection, to the point where P P O 250 is almost eliminated from the market due to high premiums caused by the sick profile of enrollees (this kind of insurance market unraveling is known as a 'death spiral', see e.g. Cutler and Reber (1998) ). This enrollment gap is also large for years t 1 to t 5 . Relative to the no re-pricing case, in t 1 and t 2 P P O 250 has much lower enrollment after the policy intervention, revealing the large impact of endogenous re-pricing. The bottom panel of Figure 3 reveals the substantial and increasing average cost differential between these two plans over time for those in the family coverage tier (employee plus spouse plus dependent(s)). The average cost of P P O 250 increases relative to P P O 500 with reduced inertia for all years from t 1 to t 6 , with a maximum relative change of $4, 619. This pattern is similar for the other coverage tiers and indicates significant incremental adverse selection as a result of reduced inertia. P P O 1200 enrollment does not change markedly relative to the benchmark case, due to the substantial horizontal differentiation. Figure A -4 in Online Appendix E explores market share and average cost changes from t 1 to t 6 as Z varies from 0 to 1. As inertia decreases and Z moves towards 0 enrollment in P P O 250 declines at the expense of enrollment in P P O 500 . Table 6 presents a detailed analysis of the welfare impact of policies that reduce inertia from η to .25η (Z = .25). For this table, and table 7, we assume that κ = 0, implying that the reduction in inertia does not explicitly enter the welfare calculation. 44 We calculate the welfare change for the population overall as well as for select groups of interest. For the entire population, the policy that reduces inertia and improves choices has a negative welfare impact in each year and overall. The mean per employee per year certainty equivalent welfare loss is $115, implying an average per person welfare loss of $690 from t 1 to t 6 . This translates to a 7.7% loss using average employee premium contributions as a benchmark.
negatively correlated with expected expenditures (via their links to estimated observable heterogeneity) then healthy people who initially sign up for P P O 250 would be less likely to switch from that plan over time, conditional on the value of switching, potentially leading to reduced adverse selection. Moreover, incremental selection depends on both the stochastic process governing health status and the active choice environment at t 0 .
43 From t 3 to t 6 we assume that the demographics and health statuses for the sample are as observed in t 2 . This analysis reflects the long-run impact of reduced inertia on prices and selection.
44 Thus, the welfare impact purely reflects the welfare difference from the choices made and does not incorporate the assumed reduction in inertia as a tangible cost.
Table 6 also reveals that the policy to reduce inertia has substantial distributional consequences. Employees who switch plans as a result of the intervention have an average welfare gain of $186 per employee per year (12.4% of average employee premiums). Those who do not switch plans experience a mean per employee per year loss of $442 (−29.4%). The welfare impact on employees that do not switch plans comes entirely from the changes to their plan prices resulting from incremental selection from those that do switch. This is interesting to contrast with the results under no re-pricing, where non-switchers have zero welfare loss by definition. High-expense employees experience a small welfare improvement from reduced inertia equivalent to $62 (4.1%) per employee per year versus a $137 (−9.1%) per employee per year loss for all other employees. 45 Finally, lower income employees (making less than $72, 000 per year) lose an average of $200 per employee per year from reduced inertia, versus essentially no change in welfare for high income employees. While these specific group effects will differ in other contexts, it is likely that any policy that substantially improves (or hinders) choices in similar health insurance markets will have non-trivial distributional consequences. Table 7 broadens the analysis and considers differing levels of effectiveness for policies that reduce inertia, including the cases of Z equal to 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0. We also study the welfare loss of adverse selection in our observed setting relative to the conditional first-best outcome, which for our model and environment is all employees enrolled in P P O 250 in every time period. The table presents the average per employee per year certainty equivalent change for each of these counterfactual scenarios relative to the baseline (analogous to the last column in Table 6 ), with percentage changes reported relative to average employee premium contributions. The welfare loss from adverse selection in the baseline relative to the first best is $123 (−8.2%) per employee per year. 46 This welfare loss increases as Z declines from 1 to 0.25. For Z equal to .75, .5, and .25 the incremental losses relative to our baseline are $41 (−2.7%), $73 (−4.9%), and $115 (−7.7%) respectively. For Z = 0, this loss is $107 (−7.1%),a slightly smaller loss than that when Z = 0.25. 47 The table also presents the welfare impact for select population groups for different levels of inertia. As in table 6, there are substantial distributional consequences from policies that reduce inertia (and from achieving the conditional first-best). Notably, employees who switch plans as a result of reduced inertia have a substantial welfare gain equivalent to $1, 017 (68%) per person when Z = 0.75, which decreases to a $118 (7.9%) when Z = 0. For those 45 High-expense is defined as spending more than $15, 000 for a single employee, $25, 000 for a family of size two, and $32, 000 for a larger family (this covers approximately 10% of the population).
46 This can be compared directly to the numbers found in the literature on the welfare consequences of adverse selection. Cutler and Reber (1998) find that the welfare loss from adverse selection in their environment is between 2-4% of total baseline spending. In our setting, when re-normalized by this metric, we find a welfare loss of 2.9%, right in the middle of this range. Recent work by Carlin and Town (2009) , Bundorf et al. (2012) , Einav et al. (2010b) , and Einav et al. (2013) find results that are in this ballpark in a variety of empirical settings.
47 This non-monotonicity of the welfare loss in Z near 0 arises because, when inertia is entirely removed, premiums and enrollment oscillate towards a stable equilibrium rather than move monotonically to that steady state. who don't switch, the welfare loss ranges from $249 (−16.6%) in the former case to $382 (−25.4%) in the latter. Table 8 expands the analysis further to allow for the possibility that some proportion of estimated, and subsequently reduced, inertia be incorporated as a tangible cost into the welfare calculation when consumers switch plans. The top panel studies the maximum average inertia cost incurred from switching plans for different Z, reflecting the scenario where inertia occurs purely due to tangible switching or search costs. Over t 1 to t 6 the mean per employee per year maximum inertial cost incurred from switching is $185 for the baseline case, $188 for Z = 0.75, and $142 and $83 for Z = 0.5 and Z = 0.25 respectively. These figures reflect the product of the number of switchers and the maximum direct inertial cost incurred in the counterfactual environment.
The bottom panel of table 8 gives the welfare impact for the range of policies described by Z, similarly to table 7, as a function of κ, the proportion of inertia that represents a tangible cost when a consumer switches plans. Results are presented for κ equal to 0 (no tangible cost when overcoming inertia), .25, .5, and 1 (purely tangible costs). The results for κ = 0 restate the results from table 7. When κ = 0.25, the welfare change caused by the policy intervention is $90 (-6.0%) for Z = 0.25, compared to the $115 loss when κ = 0. In the extreme case when all inertia represents a tangible and welfare relevant cost (κ = 1) the Z = 0.25 policy leads to a $13 (−0.9%) loss. More broadly, the table reveals that the impact of including a higher proportion of inertia in the welfare calculation is larger the more inertia is reduced by the intervention. For example, the welfare impact of Z = 0.75 relative to the baseline is close to constant as a function of κ, while the more effective Z = 0.25 intervention has a wider range of potential welfare impacts as κ varies. Notably, the welfare impact is negative across the range of κ for all Z except Z = 0, suggesting that reduced inertia will lead to increased adverse selection and lower welfare in our setting regardless of the stance taken on κ. 48 It is important to emphasize that the negative welfare impact from reduced inertia that we find is specific to our setting on multiple dimensions. First, we study a specific population with specific preferences and health risk profiles: the direction of the welfare impact could be reversed with a different population in the same market environment. Second, the market environment that we study is specific. This is reflected, for example, by the plans available, initial plan prices at t 0 , and the subsidy rule. The direction of the welfare impact could be reversed with the same population in a different market environment. The main generalizable implication is that the interaction between adverse selection and inertia can have substantial, and potentially surprising, welfare implications in a 48 For Z = 0, the welfare impact of the intervention is negative for κ of 0,0.25, and 0.5 but positive for κ = 1. Thus, when overcoming inertia purely represents a tangible cost, and inertia is reduced entirely by the policy, welfare increases. In this case, there is still increased adverse selection from the policy, but the positive welfare effect from the reduction in inertial costs paid outweighs the negative impact of adverse selection.
given empirical setting.
Finally, we note that while the empirical framework specifies inertia as a direct cost (similar to a tangible search or switching cost), we believe that alternative choice model specifications would yield similar conclusions for both the extent of inertia and its interaction with adverse selection. Consider an alternative framework with two stages. In the first stage a consumer decides whether or not to search and re-optimize, based on beliefs about the market environment and a cost of re-optimization, while in the second stage the consumer actively chooses a plan conditional on deciding to re-optimize in stage one. The η estimated in our framework would translate into the cost of re-optimization and beliefs about the market environment in the proposed alternative framework, leading to a similar degree of overall choice persistence. In the counterfactual setting where inertia is entirely reduced, both models predict that all consumers re-optimize perfectly in every time period. 49 Since non-inertial preferences are identified based on choices made in the active choice year, t 0 , estimated active preferences will be similar in both models and preferences under fully reduced inertia will be similar in both models. As a result, the environment with markedly reduced inertia would have similarly increased adverse selection, regardless of the exact micro-foundations for inertia. It is important to note that, for interim cases between full inertia and no inertia these models could have different predictions for who switches and who doesn't. The two-stage model predicts that anyone who re-optimizes and has a positive benefit from switching will do so, while, for the primary model in the paper, only those who prefer an alternative plan by Zη more than the incumbent plan will switch. 50 See Online Appendix D for an expanded discussion of these issues.
VI. Conclusion
There is a general consensus in the policy debate on the design and regulation of health insurance markets that helping consumers make the best plan choices possible is unequivocally the right course of action, regardless of the specifics of the environment. The Affordable Care Act (ACA) mandates clear and simple information provision for plans offered through state-run exchanges while there has been a similar emphasis in the employer-sponsored insurance market on providing consumers increased plan options and the capabilities to choose between them (see e.g. Kaiser Family Foundation (2010b)). In both public and private settings, market regulators have worked to create and implement policies and tools to help consumers make better choices including (i) standardized and simplified benefits descriptions (ii) premium and benefits changes alerts (iii) targeted plan 49 In the alternative model, instead of re-optimizing some of the time, consumers always re-optimize when inertia is fully reduced. This is the same as the case when Z = 0 in our primary model and there is no utility wedge between incumbent and non-incumbent plans.
50 Given the similar predictions for full inertia and no inertia in both models, and the specifics of our environment, it is highly likely that partially reduced inertia would still result in increased adverse selection in the alternative two-stage model, as it does in our primary specification.
recommendations and (iv) targeted default options. All of these options have the potential to improve individual-level plan enrollments in both active choice and inertial environments. This paper highlights (i) that inertia can be substantial in health insurance markets and (ii) that efforts to improve choices in health insurance markets with consumer inertia should take into account the potential impact on incremental adverse selection. We cleanly identify the extent of inertia by leveraging a panel data set where all consumers must make an active plan choice from a new menu of health plans in one specific year but must deal with inertia in other years. Several model-free preliminary analyses reveal that inertia has a substantial impact on health plan enrollment as the choice environment evolves over time. We estimate a choice model of consumer decision-making under uncertainty to quantify inertia, ex ante health risk distributions, and risk preferences that yields clear evidence of large and heterogeneous inertia. We use this model to study the impact of counterfactual policies that reduce inertia, without differentiating between specific policies. While reducing inertia increases welfare in the naive setting where health plan prices are held fixed, in the setting where health plan premiums adjust as enrollees switch plans reduced inertia leads to incremental adverse selection and a welfare loss. When inertia is reduced by three-quarters, this incremental welfare loss effectively doubles the welfare loss from adverse selection in the observed environment (8.2% of consumer premiums). Though these results are specific to our setting, they illustrate that the interaction between inertia and adverse selection can be quite important, and that policies to improve consumer choices in health insurance markets should consider the potential for incremental riskbased plan selection.
The impact of reduced inertia on incremental adverse selection also depends on insurance market pricing policies such as (i) subsidies and (ii) insurer-level risk adjustment. The lump-sum subsidies and average cost-plus pricing in our environment are features of many employer-sponsored and public insurance markets. Lump-sum subsidies are usually motivated by the desire to encourage consumers to internalize price signals and choose plans more efficiently. However, in the absence of effective insurer-level risk-adjustment transfers, when consumers face the full marginal price of incremental insurance, in general, a smaller and more expensive profile of consumers will select comprehensive insurance as its relative price increases, leading to greater adverse selection (Cutler and Reber (1998) ). 51 Subsidy policies that pay some proportion of the cost of incremental coverage will generally mitigate adverse selection to some extent. Insurer-level risk-adjustment transfers, discussed in Cutler and Reber (1998) and incorporated into the ACA exchanges, can also mitigate adverse selection when layered on top of average cost pricing and lump sum subsidies. With insurer-level risk adjustment, the market regulator arranges transfers between insurers to reflect differences in the ex ante (or ex post) risk profile of the consumers these plans enroll. Ideally, plans set premiums that reflect consumer valuations and net out expected health expenditures, eliminating adverse selection based on ex ante observables. In our setting, incorporating risk-adjustment transfers into premium setting would bound the welfare impact from reduced inertia between our results and the first-best. The degree to which welfare would improve towards the first-best depends both on (i) the effectiveness of the risk-adjustment scheme and (ii) the distribution of population preferences. One implication of this work is that policies to reduce inertia should be considered in light of how effective insurer-level risk-adjustment is. If risk-adjustment is relatively ineffective, as shown in Brown et al. (2011) for Medicare Advantage, then reduced inertia could have significant implications for adverse selection. As risk-adjustment becomes more effective, potential adverse selection is constrained, leaving only the positive effects of improving individuallevel choices.
Improved consumer choices will also have implications for firm behavior in insurance markets. Reduced inertia could have desirable effects not considered here, such as enhancing the efficiency of product offerings through increased competition. In a market environment, these benefits could outweigh any losses from potentially increased adverse selection. Additionally, even with substantial regulation, firms competing in a free market would likely incorporate consumer inertia into pricing decisions. While prior work reveals that the implications of this kind of dynamic pricing can be quite subtle even without considering adverse selection (see e.g. Farrell and Klemperer (2007) Note: This table presents summary demographic statistics for the population we study. The first column describes demographics for the entire sample, whether or not they ever enroll in insurance with the firm. The second column summarizes these variables for the sample of individuals who ever enroll in a P P O option, the choices we focus on in the empirical analysis. The third column describes our final estimation sample, which includes those employees who (i) are enrolled in P P O −1 at t −1 and (ii) remain enrolled in any plan at the firm through at least t 1 . Comparing the columns shows little selection on demographics into P P O options and some selection based on family size into the final estimation sample. Note: This figure describes the relationship between total medical expenses (plan plus employee) and employee out-of-pocket expenses in years t 0 and t 1 for P P O 250 and P P O 500 . This mapping depends on employee premium, deductible, coinsurance, and out of pocket maximum. This chart applies to low income families (premiums vary by number of dependents covered and income tier, so there are similar charts for all 20 combinations of these two variables). Premiums are treated as pre-tax expenditures while medical expenses are treated as post-tax. The bottom panel presents the analogous chart for time t 1 when premiums changed significantly, which can be seen by the change in the vertical intercepts. At time t 0 healthier employees were better off in P P O 500 and sicker employees were better off in P P O 250 . At time t 1 all employees should choose P P O 500 regardless of their total claim levels, i.e. P P O 250 is dominated by P P O 500 . Despite this, many employees who chose P P O 250 in t 0 continue to do so at t 1 , indicative of high inertia.
Figure 2. Evolution of Health Plan Premiums
Note: This figure describes the evolution of employee premium contributions at the firm over time between years t 0 and t 2 . Employee premium contributions depend both on the number of dependents covered and the employee income tier. The top panel describes premiums for single employees and the bottom panel relates to families (employee + spouse + dependent(s)). The figure illustrates the large relative employee premium contribution changes between t 0 and t 1 across tiers. new employees at the firm over several consecutive years and presents our first model-free test of inertia. Each column describes one cohort of new employees at the firm, corresponding to a specific year of arrival. First, the chart describes the health insurance choices made by these cohorts in year t 0 (the year of the insurance plan menu change) and in the following year, t 1 . The last part of the chart lists the demographics for each cohort of new arrivals at the time of their arrival. Given the very similar demographic profiles and large sample size for each cohort, if there is no inertia, the t 1 choices of employees who entered the firm at t 0 and t −1 should be very similar to the t 1 choices of employees who entered the firm at t 1 . The table shows that, in fact, the active choices made by the t 1 cohort are quite different than those of the prior cohorts in the manner we would expect with high inertia: the t 1 choices of employees who enter at t 0 and t −1 reflect both t 1 prices and t 0 choices while the t 1 choices of new employees at t 1 reflect t 1 prices. *: Mean of lower bound on money lost from enrolling in P P O 250 instead of P P O 500 **: Income tier has values 1 thru 5 where 1 is lowest income and 5 is highest. Tiers 1-4 are approximately $40,000 increments, starting at 0, while tier 5 is everything greater than approximately $175,000. Note: This top panel in this table profiles the choices and demographics of the employees enrolled in P P O 250 at t 0 who (i) continue to enroll in a firm plan in t 1 and (ii) have P P O 250 become dominated for them at t 1 . The majority of these employees (498 out of 559 (89%)) remain in P P O 250 even after it becomes dominated by P P O 500 with 378 of 504 (25%) still remaining in this plan at t 2 . People who do switch are more likely to exhibit a pattern of active choice behavior in general as evidenced by their higher FSA enrollments and level of dental plan switching. Apart from this, these populations are similar though switchers in this group are slightly younger. The bottom panel studies the profiles of those who switch at t 1 and those who don't for the two groups of (i) P P O 250 enrollees at t 0 and (ii) the entire universe of P P O plan enrollees present in t 0 and t 1 . This reveals a similar pattern of active decision making as switchers in these populations are also more likely to enroll in FSAs and switch dental plans. Note: This table investigates the extent of adverse selection across P P O options after the t 0 menu change for those in the final estimation sample. All individuals in this sample were enrolled in P P O −1 in t −1 and continue to be enrolled in some plan at the firm for the following two years. The numbers in the table for all choices represent t −1 total claims in dollars so that these costs can proxy for health risk without being confounded by moral hazard (t 0 and t 1 cost differences could be the result of selection or moral hazard). The table reveals that those who choose P P O 250 have much higher expenditures at t −1 than those who choose the other two plans, implying substantial selection on observables in the vein of Finkelstein and Poterba (2006) . The bottom panel presents a breakdown of these costs according to our cost model expenditure categories. Note: The top panel of this figure presents the time path of choices for P P O 250 and P P O 500 with and without the policy intervention to reduce inertia. With endogenous plan pricing, the impact of the policy intervention on the market share of P P O 250 relative to P P O 500 is noticeable. In the benchmark case where there is significant inertia η over the six year period the market share of P P O 250 declines from 1147 to 744 while that of P P O 500 increases from 647 to 1134. After the policy intervention reduces inertia to .25η, P P O 250 enrollment declines all the way to 385 after six years while P P O 500 enrollment increases to 1501. In between t 0 and t 6 , there are also noticeable differences in plan enrollment as a result of the policy intervention. The bottom panel in the figure shows the change in average costs for the family coverage tier under the policy intervention relative to the benchmark case of full inertia. The average costs of P P O 250 increase over time relative to those of P P O 500 , signaling an increased relative premium for P P O 250 and increased adverse selection. welfare results of the endogenous insurance pricing policy counterfactual for the case where inertia is reduced from η to 0.25η. We present the change in the mean per employee per year certainty equivalent moving from the simulation with full inertia to the one with reduced inertia. In addition to studying the effect of the policy on efficiency, we study the distributional effects based on four categorizations (i) 'switchers', or people who are in a different plan at time t under the policy intervention than without it (ii) an indicator of whether or not the family has high health costs relative to its coverage tier (iii) whether an employee is single or covers dependents and (iv) whether an employee has high or low income. The three welfare metrics we present take the ratio of the change in certainty equivalent with respect to (i) total employee premiums (ii) total employee spending and (iii) the absolute value of the certainty equivalent loss. Note: This table shows the welfare change of a range of policy interventions, in terms of effectiveness, relative to the baseline where preferences are as estimated in table 5. In addition, we present results on the welfare loss from adverse selection in the actual environment relative to the first-best. The chart reports the change in the mean per employee per year certainty equivalent in each environment, relative to the baseline case. In parentheses, we include the percentage corresponding to this certainty equivalent change divided by mean employee premiums paid per employee per year. Column 1 shows how the first-best compares to the baseline and reveals that the mean welfare loss from adverse selection in the current information environment is $123 or 8.2% of total premiums paid in the baseline. Columns 3 through 6 correspond to different counterfactual environments where inertia has been reduced relative to the baseline. We study four cases, when inertia is assumed to be 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% of baseline inertia respectively. We report welfare results for the population as well as different segments of the population. The 25% counterfactual is examined in more detail in table 6. Table 8 expands the welfare analysis to account for the possibility that some proportion of estimated, and subsequently reduced, inertia should be included in the welfare analysis. Tables 6 and 7 present results conditional on κ = 0 (overcoming inertia is not welfare relevant cost) while this table presents results across the range of κ from 0 to 1 (overcoming inertia is purely a direct and welfare relevant cost). The top panel of this table studies the profile of maximum incurred tangible costs of inertia for different Z from t 1 to t 6 , while the bottom panel assesses the welfare impact of these interventions as a function of κ. The table reveals that, for almost all combinations of κ and Z, there is a negative welfare impact from reduced inertia and better consumer decisions.
